Welcome to CIT

where Packaging Innovation takes shape
THE HISTORY IN SHORT

30 years of sound track of records

1986
Foundation of CIT as pharma contractor

1998
2° new site following the increasing market demand

2009
3° new plant focused on the full pharma packaging service:
primary packaging of oral forms, secondary packaging (any form), analysis and products release
CIT is the partner of choice for a wide range of packaging activities (even those challenging and not-attractive)

Packaging generally expensive in terms of time / cost of change / price
CIT SITE AT A GLANCE

- Land 7,300 SM
- Building area 3,000 SM
- 25 skilled professionals
- Production area 1,000 SM
- 30 millions packs
- 1,500 pallets in dedicated racks
DIFFERENT NEEDS, ONE SOLUTION

PRIMARY PACKAGING
2 QUALIFIED ROOMS AVAILABLE
FOR FURTHER DEVELOPING

BATCH
RELEASE FOR
EU MARKETS

SECONDARY PACK.
ANY PHARMA FORM
16 LINES + PROCESS CONTROLS

REWORKING LINES
2 REPACKING LINES
(from finished pack!)
PATENTED
TECHNOLOGY

NARCOTICS

HIGH POTENCY
DRUGS
SEGREGATED
PACKAGING

FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
SECONDARY PACKAGING (segregated plant)
Lean organization

industrial approach even in not-standard packagings

In-process controls

even for those operations generally manual

Scalable partner

possibility of developing further operations not yet performed
Leading **Commercial Companies**
as well as
**important CMOs**
have already chosen **CIT**
as **preferred partner**
3 features differentiate CIT from other contractors:

1. **Business Model:** Track of Records & Flexibility applied
2. **Taylored solutions:** we move toward you, not vice versa
3. **Innovation:** we invent what doesn’t exist yet
Since 30 years Pharma culture is our DNA

Experienced management coming from the top pharma companies
Pharma culture

Validated & in-process controls

Lean org → flexibility

flexibility without compromises of control
CIT: do not have to choose between Flexibility and Quality
A lean organization:

- **Responsiveness** to recover any urgency
- **Excellent Cost** impact
- **Flexibility** to adapt any specific issue
FOCUS ON THE RANGE OF OPERATIONS

The packaging dept. is designed as a job-shop to maximize:

- the possible range of packagings performed
- the different combinations of operations
- the largest number of formats
WIDE RAGE OF FORMATS

2 PRIMARY PACKAGING QUALIFIED ROOMS AVAILABLE

2 REPACKING LINES
+ IN-PROCESS CTR
(from finished pack!)
PATENTED TECHNOLOGY

1 THERMOFORMER LINE

1 TAMPER-EVIDENT SEALING LINE

1 WRAPPER LINE

1 BOTTLE LABELLER LINE

3 VERTICAL CARTONERS

2 BUNDLER LINES

5 LABELLER / TRACK & TRACE LINES

3 OVERPRINTING LINES
Everyone knows that something is impossible, until it reaches a fool who doesn't know it and realize it.

Albert Einstein
The lack of in-process control for not-standard packagings is a risk for Business Continuity.

CIT turns its expertise into industrial solutions providing control and validated response.
YOUR RESULT, OUR BEGINNING POINT

Firm can-do attitude before challenges
industrial approach even in not-standard packagings

Out of the box
we start from the product and then redesign the process

Business Continuity
every solution is validated according to GMP
Story of success
Patented automatic lines to open, change the leaflet and repack with 100% of packs inspected and controlled (no human intervention)
Innovation and Process Re-engeneering: the value CIT adds to your routinary problems ensuring that to drive our partners
ASSURANCE OF SUPPLY

- CIT plant performs at 100% on delivery (reports up to date)
- Client list that includes several of top pharmaceutical companies
- CIT’s performance is driven by customers’ KPIs and targets

- Plant positioned close to the main North Italy highways (few hours from France, Spain, Germany)
Contacts

CIT S.r.l.
Via P. Villa, 17
20875 Burago Molgora, Italy
Tel: ++39 (0)39 608 11 08
@: federico.casaglia@citpharma.com
www.citpharma.com